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The structure of landscapes morphology of particular territories is characterized by the irregularity and fragmentary nature of landscape 

structures. The geometrical structure, which is described by some fractal dimensionality, is a generalized common property of different 

types of natural-territorial geoecosystems. The “supporting framework” of the territory, as its geometric model, was designed on the 

basis of a geomorphological description of the landscape morphology of a natural-technogenic geoecosystem. The model of the 

"supporting framework" of the landscape is similar to the real natural-technogenic geoecosystem and preserves its fractal 

dimensionality, represents the morphology of the landscape structure as well as the influence of zonal factors, geological conditions of 

landscape formation. The models of the “supporting framework” of the landscape are used as models- simulators of the processes of 

natural and anthropogenic origin when studying the dynamics of natural-technogenic geoecosystems. The analysis of the dynamics of 

the “supporting framework” of the natural-technogenic geoecosystem is consigned to the analysis of some virtual structure of a flat rod 

truss, which is loaded with forces that simulate some anthropogenic effects. This allows to optimize the permissible limits of the impact 

intensity of the anthropogenic component on the “supporting framework” of the natural-technogenic geoecosystem. The paper suggests 

a virtual studying of the “supporting framework” of the territory by the method of modeling on the principle of electrical dynamic 

analogies. Herewith, the currents in the electrical circuit, which simulates the set of structural elements of the “supporting framework” 

of the natural-technogenic geoecosystem, are analyzed. When being used at a design stage, the suggested methods of analysis allow to 

optimize the processes of transformation of natural-territorial complexes and ensure the maximum possible level of their ecological 

safety. The analytical optimization of the alternative variants of transformation of natural territorial complexes allows to reduce the 

levels of anthropogenic (man-made) impact on them by 15 –20%. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

It was found (Adamenko, 2014; Sheludchenko, 2014; Jongman, 2002) that the irregularity and fragmentary nature 

of frontal compositions of landscape structures is caused by their long-lasting development. Such structure of landscapes 

morphology is connected with their changes not only in space but also through time (Sheludchenko, 2014; Jongman, 

2002; Vadiunyna and Korchgina, 1986). Thus, the geometrical features (including the fractal ones) are specified by the 

creation of natural territorial complexes (NTC). Modern compositions of NTC represent the history and the dynamics of 

their development. 

The main genetic types of NTC, especially some particular types of landscape, were formed according to some 

physical-and-chemical consistent patterns. They have a generalized common property – specific geometrical structure, 

which is described by some fractal dimensionality (Sheludchenko, 2014). The analysis of the geometric features as well 

as of correlations and repetitiveness of the morphological features of NTC are the basis for the geometrical classification 

of the landscapes of NTC (Adamenko, 2014; Vadiunyna and Korchgina, 1986; Cook, 2002).  

The results of the geological and morphological discription of a landscape structure allow to design a “supporting 

framework” of a territory, as its geometrical model (Adamenko, 2014; Baidikov, 2014). Some graphical interpretations 

of interconnections among particular landscape objects, vectors of energy  and substances transfer both within the NTC 

as well as under the interchanging of matter and energy of the NTC with the environment (Adamenko, 2014; 
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Sheludchenko, 2014), except the geological and morphological discription of a landscape, can be the basis for designing 

a “supporting framework”. 

Herewith, the “supporting framewoprk” of a landscape has been compositionally structured in such a way that it 

is simetrical to a real NTC and keeps its fractal dimensionality. Thus, the “supporting framework” of NTC is a model- 

simulator which shows the landscape structure and the effects of different factors (Li, F et al., 2015; Gorbachova, 2014). 

The illustration of modeling of a “simetrical net” of a natural landscape height (for its implementation in the form of a 

computer model-image) is given in fig. 1 (Sheludchenko, 2014). 

It has been established (Loibl et al., 2007; Rouget et al., 2003) that the materalized models of “supporting 

frameworks” of a landscape (or their separate fragments and structural elements) can be used as model-simulators of the 

processes of natural and anthropogenic origin when studying the dynamics of NTC or natural technogenic geoecosystems 

(NTGES) by using the analogue methods – electrical dynamic and mechanical ones (Vadiunyna and Korchgina, 1986; 

Mordvinova et al., 2016). 

If we consider the peculiarities of the formation of a “supporting framework” of a subsystem of NTGES, which is 

an integration of the main centers of economic and social-cultural activities (nodes) as well as of links among them in a 

form of a communication structure, then such a “supporting framework” is, first of all, the structure which is formed only 

by the main elements. A set of “framework” terms in this case includes: city framework, infrastructural framework, 

supporting framework of population mobility, the framework of new territories development, the framework of resources 

potential, ecological framework, etc. (Hussain and Imitiyaz, 2018; Gilcrease, 2013). 

The nodal elements of such a supporting framework accumulate the main part of NTGES, which is oriented on 

meeting the society’s needs. The formation of such a framework is connected with the processes which make some 

changes in the location of productive fecilities and their territorial structure, disregarding the peculiarities and the natural 

features of the framework of NTGES. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The model-image of a natural landscape height 

 

The process of such frameworks formation results in a so-called “polymagistralization” of the territory: the 

appearance of powerful infrastructure “corridors” in which the lines of communication connections are concentrated from 

among particular framework nodes and gathered in one axis, along which the population and the economic sites are 

concentrated (fig. 2). It results in the deformation of the framework composition of NTC because of the increased contrast 

in population mobility, increased production concentration in the center and in the areals of concentration on the one 

hand, and the decrease in population in the remote areas (Hussain and Imitiyaz, 2018; Gilcrease, 2013) on the other hand. 

 

 
1 – cores of nodal elements of a supporting framework – multifunctional cities; 2 – urban agglomerations; 3 – major highways; 4 – administrative and 

economic centers of secondary importance (city-like villages and big villages); 5 – remote territories  
 

Figure 2. Some tendences in “polymagistralization” of a supporting framework 
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A so-called “framework effect” which steadily strengthens and contains three main constituent parts (Jongman, 

2002; Hussain and Imitiyaz, 2018), emerges in the territorial structure of NTGES: 

- the effect of agglomeration, caused by the characteristic features of a highly- urbanized territory and by the 

advantages of close connections; 

- the effect of magistralization, caused by technical advances of transport and communication means; 

- the effect of “translocations”, caused by polymagistralization; 

Due regard for” framework effects” is required when solving the problems of using the resource potentials of big cities. 

Thus, morphological features management as well as the dynamics of the territorial structure of NTGES 

management require the development of reliable optimization methods (as well as ensuring the fixed levels of ecological 

safety). The virtuality of supporting frameworks necessiates utilizing the methods of simulation of the dynamic (or 

electrical dynanmic) analogies as the methods which can be used for research optimization. 

That is why the purpose of research is the minimization of the anthropogenic constituent on the supporting 

framework of natural-technogenic geoecosystems by the model optimization of the anthropogenic impact on the natural-

territorial complexes. To achieve the goal, the next tasks were formed: 

 to develop the modeling technique as well as a corresponding virtual model-image of a phase space deformation of 

the natural territorial complex morphology; 

 to implement the techniques of mechanical-dynamic and electrical-dynamic modeling of natural anthropogenic 

processes in studying physical analogies of supporting frameworks of the natural-technogenic geoecosystems; 

 to compare a few alternative variants of supporting framework models from the point of view of achieving a 

maximum possible level of ecological safety. 

 

MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES OF THE RESEARCH 

 

The main results of the research were received on the basis of analitical and analogic modeling of the topographic 

profiles of the imitating model-images of the morphology of landscape frameworks of the natural-territorial complexes 

(Sheludchenko, 2014; Adamenko, 2014; Loibl et al., 2007; Mordvinova et al., 2016; Hussain and Imitiyaz, 2018). 

The modeling of the process, as some function F(t) of transformation of the morphology of natural-territorial 

complex since the moment when it was affected by some external impact, which was missing up to a particular moment 

(in other words, it equaled zero), and the time keeping starts since the moment of being exposed to the impact, was 

performed on the basis of Heaviside unit step function H(t) (Sheludchenko, 2014). 

The techniques of physical and dynamic simulation when using the method of calculus of vectors in statics of 

planar (framework) constructions - Ritter technique, the method of joints, as well as the methods of closed electric circuits 

optimization on the basis of Kirchhoff laws (Sheludchenko, 2014; Vadiunyna and Korchgina, 1986) were used for an 

analogue studying of the models. 

 

RESERCH RESULTS 

 

Let’s consider, as an example, the schematic illustration of the territorial structure of a city agglomaration (fig. 3). 

The priority guidelines in the agglomeration development on the scheme are marked with arrow-heads ІІІ. If we estimate 

the structure of a supporting framework of NTGES according to the directions of the railroads VIII (fig. 4, а), then the 

virtual model of a supporting framework of the territorial agglomeration structure can be estimated as a flat truss (frame 

construction), whose construction is given in fig. 4, б. 

 

 
І – a regulable city; ІІ – agglomeration development; ІІІ – directions for the development; IV – priority development of “another” city; V – the 

development of the chosen “counterweight cities”; VI – the development of centers-subdistricts; VII –stimulation of small and average-size towns;VIII 
– railroads; ІХ –highways 

Figure 3. The dynamics of the development of a big city within an agglomeration 

 

The directions for the development of the NTC, as some anthropogenic manifestations (marked with arrow-heads in 

fig. 4), are estimated as some isolated external impacts on the composition of a supporting framework model. Supposing that 

it is necessary to study the process F(t) of the transformation of the composition of NTC structure since the moment when it 
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was exposed to some external impact, which corresponds to some consistent pattern. There is a method of an analytical 

recording of the fact of exposing to the structure of the external imact, which was missing up to a particular moment (in other 

words, it equaled zero), and the time keeping starts since the moment of being exposed to the impact. To perform it, we use 

a so called unit function it is also called Heaviside unit step function). This function, marked H(t) or e(t), has a graph, given 

in fig. 5, that is, it equals zero under t<0 and it equals 1 under t>0, which can be written down as: 
 

 
0, 0

.
1, 0

t
H t

t

 
  

 
     (1) 

 
 

 
а – the structure of the railways morphology of an agglomeration; б – a virtual model of a supporting framework of an agglomeration; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

– the elements of a rod structure of a supporting framework; A, B, C, N, E – the nodes of a rod model of a supporting framework  
 

Figure 4. Virtual modeling of a supporting framework of an agglomeration 

 

It is clear that if we multiply the function F(t) of the external impact by H(t), then all ordinates F(t) under t<0 will 

be missing, and under t>0 the ordinates of the function F(t), multiplied by 1, will keep their value.  

 

 
 

Figure 5. A graph of a unit function (Heaviside unit step function H(t)) 

 

So, the analysis of the dynamics of a supporting framework of NTGES can be virtually reduced to the analysis of 

some virtual construction of a flat rod truss which is loaded with some forces H(t) (fig. 6). Herewith, to simplify the 

derivations, it should be mentioned that each of the considered vectors has the value Н/3: 
 

  1
.

3 3 3

H tH
        (2) 

 

Thus, the analysis of the structural elements reaction of a SF of the NTGES morphology can be reduced to estimating 

the strength in the construction rods of a flat truss (fig. 6, б), drieven by heaviside unit-step function H(t) (fig. 5). 

 

 
Figure 6. Simulator-models of a supporting framework of the NTGES morphology: а – virtual model-analogue; б – analytic model  

 

At the design stage, it is expedient to compare a few alternative variants of the supporting construction of the 

territory morphology from the point of view of achieving a maximal level of ecological safety. In our case, the suggestion 

to develop the agglomeration towards the structural element  SE (fig. 7, б) unlike with the mentioned above variant (fig. 

6, б), can be the alternative variant. 
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а – an alternative variant of a virtual model-analogue; б – a corresponding analytic model 
 

Figure 7. Models-semulators of a supporting framework of NTGES morphology 

 

The estimation of strength Si in the rods of models-analogues of a supporting framework of NTGES, as a fraction 

from Н/3, is performed by the method of joints or by the method of fixed points (Ritter’s method). The results of 

estimating the strength Si in the rods of the compared models-simulators of the supporting framework of the territory and 

the value of the averaging strength Saver in the rods of the compared models-analogues of the supporting framework of the 

territory and the value of the averaging strength Saver as some common characteristic of the intensity of the anthropogenic 

(man-caused) constituent of the NTGES are given in table 1.  

 
Тable 1. The results of estimating the strength Si in the rods of the compared models-analogues of a framework and their comparison 

according to the value Δ 

Variant Numerical order of the rods of the model of the  supporting framework of the  NTGES (fig. 7, б)  

Sсер S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 

SI=f(H) 0.095 0.287 0.287 0.198 0.190 0.037 0.287 0.197 

SII=f(H) 0.083 0.167 0.221 0.172 0.167 0.033 0.333 0.167 

Δ; ±% - 12.6 - 42.2 - 23.0 -13.1 - 12.1 - 10.8 + 16.0 - 15.2 

 

The analysis of the results of the calculation, given in table 1, allows to suppose that the intensity of the impact 

of an anthropogenic (man-made) constituent on the supporting framework of the NTGES under the alternative variant of 

an agglomeration development can be reduced on the average by 15–20% as compared with a base variant, though on 

some directions (direction EC, in particular) this intensity can rise. Thus, according to the common level of the ecological 

safety of the territory of the NTGES, the alternative variant of the agglomeration development is the most suitable.  

The method of modeling on the principle of electrical dynamic analogues (Vadiunyna and Korchgina, 1986; 

Yang et al., 2015) can be used as a variant of the suggested technique of virtual modeling of the dynamics of the supporting 

framework of NTGES. The principle of the method is reduced to the analysis of currents in the electrical circuitry, which 

imitates the totality of the structural elements of the supporting framework of NTGES. In our case, the electrical circuitry, 

given in fig. 8, can be suggested as a variant of the electrical dynamic model of the agglomeration framework (fig. 4). 

Herewith, the nodes of the circuit A, B, C, N correspond to points A, B, C, N of the supporting framework of the 

agglomeration (fig. 11, а), and the resistors RAC, RCB, RCN, REC, RBE, RNE imitate the corresponding elements of the rod 

structure of the NTGES framework. 

 

 
Figure 8. Electrical dynamic model-analogue of the supporting framework of NTGES morphology 

 

The analysis of the suggested electrical dynamic model of the NTGES framework can be made both, analytically 

(on the basis of Kirchhoff laws (fig. 9, а), and experimentally (by introducing one or more resistors (for example 
var

ECR  

in fig. 9, б) into the electrical circuitry). 
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а – the circuitry for analytical analysis; б – the circuitry for experimental analysis  
 

Figure 9. Electrical schematic of the electrical dynamic model-analogue of the supporting framework of NTGES morpholog 

 

On the basis of the second Kirchhoff law (the algebraic sum of electromotive forces (EMF) in a closed circuit, (in 

our case, it is a model-analogue of a supporting framework of NTGES), equals the algebraic sum of pressure decline in 

all resistors RAC, RCB, RCN, REC, RBE, RNE which establish the most suitable level of impact intensity of anthropogenic (man-

made) constituent  on particular structural elements of the supporting framework of NTGES.  

 
CONCLUSIONS  

 

1. The suggested model of the analysis of the territorial structure dynamics of natural technogenic geoecosystems 

under the impact of the anthropogenic constituent by means of virtual models- simulators of the supporting framework 

of the territory allows (at the design stage of NTGES) to optimize the transformation processes of natural territorial 

complexes and provide for a maximum possible level of their ecological safety.  

2. On the results of the adaptation of mechanical dynamic and electrical dynamic methods of the simulation of 

compound natural systems, the authors have substantiated the variants of some physical models  of the anthropogenic 

transformation of natural territorial complexes to the condition on natural technogenic geoecosystems, which allow to 

optimize the managerial decisions as to reducing the levels of technogenic impact on particular nodes and objects of a 

supporting framework of the territorial structures. 

3. The analytical optimization of the alternative variants of transformation of natural territorial complexes allows 

(on the stage of NTGES design) to reduce the levels of anthropogenic (man-made) impact on them by 15 –20%. 
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